
Can’t stop looking, but looking at movement and motion, of the unknown. The reflections of 
forms born out of skittery snow, the ‘match in scale’1 that we slip into, another much bigger 
place where the inside is shaking; raging. 

Not magic, not dreams, aliens or underworld but an organisation of parts of each, laid out in 
thin sheets, like the slides of still photos used to complete ‘a twist that turns capture back on 
itself ’2 until an image appears, and in it to some degree you see the memories of a feeling you 
know you have but don’t remember. How does imagination surrender, ‘what is this if not move-
ment seen and experienced in the midst of itself ?’3

The light is failing slightly, dimming, becoming more cool (the white of the duvet looks blue.) 
As the light fails, a tableaux appears on the wall opposite. In silhouette: the window’s edge, it’s 
handle outturned to the air. The lamp’s half moon head, metal pronged bedstead, balustrade’s 
end. A frame, the frame of these four things, perfectly flat, to make a feeling. Enacting the 
slowness of the abstract. 

No paper to write, so instead, words and lines gently tip through the neck of a bottle. The ink 
dissolves instantly, gulped up and changed of its colour. Time keeps jumping in and out of fo-
cus, punctured by some form of pressing moment. 

After she left, pre-dawn, I had one window cig., the view looked so unlike the city it claimed 
to be. There was a kind of foreground off in the distance with some cars driving; darkness. Then 
everything veered off into fog and black clouds leaving just the indistinct shapes of streetlamps, 
no hills or end to town. I told her, later, 
“It’s like looking out on a foreign city, all big trees and boulevards.” 

“Do you remember when the snow approached and each line of buildings in the distance was 
swallowed up by it?” she said. 
“Yes, it was very strange” I said. Like a curtain rolling across a stage set.

I go to work at the metropolitan arts centre. At the MAC, big red brick, the repetitive sound 
effects from video artworks, seep out into the atrium ad nauseum, reminding me of my time 
invigilating galleries and experiencing that same sense of strange white noise desensitization. 
All layers numbed equally; a mushroom growing in the dark, a helix, unleashed to touch the 
inside edges of screens facing us. 
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From the screens, I hear a voice sound, like someone singing out of tune, ‘between the taking 
place of things in the world and the taking place of the world’4 Each curl of smoke malignant 
and probing, the flex of a foot both terrifying and yearning, disassociates self from the voice, 
splits, feeling. A taking place of lurid and frenetic life, a ‘pure arising’5 plucking figure from 
class and heteronormative slyness. Tears roll over the body of her, him or plant. Not just leaking 
from eyes but falling from knees and from limbs like expressed milk; multicoloured. The ‘agony 
of finding a coherent being’6 under the current of tears where the matter is growing and mov-
ing indicates whether their voices are ‘necessary products of a deeper, more significant action 
in progress.’7

Aha! This video must make feeling, then split feeling, across screens where ‘the person, or thing, 
(is) trying to tell you something.’8 A flash of the quotidian in a frightening admission of iden-
tity. Not an originator or ‘I’ but stereotype-er, her, protagonist’s stare, unsure of self, modeled 
on symbols of loneliness, kissing the layers of glass paned mirroring wet shaved lenses. Paint 
stops up the looking through glass until mirrors appear, suited up brilliant like men who talk 
in different matter of fact ways. Now, how ‘a resemblance may intend identity but disclose 
difference’9 seems to swing between slowly the fronts of a couples’ photographed conventions 
and sadness, until the sharing of something, the repositioning of nothing, reveals all the surface 
composed; ‘not a question of likeness’10 but the light corrals swiftly a glint in their eyes when 
‘we may fear we have fallen into the mirror.’11

The hypnotism of car headlights in another mirror, each one a second spent to make up the 
whole of this moment, through the bare stalks of island shrubbery and the double vision that 
the busses glass pane windows stretch. The hypnotism activates a calm and still you, who is 
called to listen to the hums and whirs and distant tyre burns. 

Seeing them all stretched out like this (cars) as if the place we are going may be the biggest city 
in the world. 
Eyelash. Her eyelashes. To lift a thin white strand of some other hair from the tips of them, 
only happened once or twice so far, is the excuse to be close to them. To graze the skin of her 
face with the edge of my hand. Their lift and curve displaced by some small illumination from 
the outside, or the real light. 

A one antlered (Christmas) car drives past on her side. The headlights slow until aerodynami-
cally activated shapes appear, rows of them, glowering, struggling along a path taking them out 
to the dark and the bare shrubbed plants where they’ll all melt together and at once disappear 
in a wonderful display of electric 
capacity.This body has slept on its side with the heavy head, short beard hairs, spiked into a 
mind, but another mind, quiet, held in the middle of the two people intertwined. 

“Mirroring,” she points out, “is after all just visual, a matter of details of the body that are read, 
they might as well be words.”12 Sulleyed shadows of movement, all grained up, wash into my 
bones and along each length of skin touching or resting on him. Fall into positions; disjointed, 
accidently repeating the bridge of a nose or pale lit, a whole expanse of bed imbibed in her 
downward glance. Touching yet not feeling anything surface. 
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